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Strong start to the year, but 
no reason to sound the all-
clear 
After a brief soft-patch, the German economy has regained a 
foothold and, with seasonally adjusted GDP growth of 0.4%, 
enjoyed a strong start to 2019. As recent as Q4 2018, the 
German economy just about avoided falling into recession, 
after a perfect storm of weak world trade, car sector crisis and 
elevated political uncertainty had brewed over German 
industry. However, economic growth is likely to lose 
momentum again in the further course of 2019. In view of the 
difficult global environment, a v-shaped recovery in industry is 
not in the cards and domestic demand is likely to slow without 
tailwind from foreign trade. We are sticking to our GDP growth 
forecast of 1.0% for this year. 

After going through an economic soft-patch in the second half of 2018, the 
German economy is back on a clear growth track with a strong start to the year. 
Concerns about an economic crash have thus turned out to be exaggerated. As 
the Federal Statistical Office announced today, economic growth in the first 
quarter was primarily driven by domestic demand. Both investments in 
buildings and equipment and private consumption recorded a significant 
increase over the previous quarter. Government consumption, on the other 
hand, declined. The external sector proved to be a mixed bag, with both exports 
and imports rising.  
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Today's GDP data, however, give no reason to throw all economic concerns 
overboard. In our view the pace of expansion observed in the first quarter of 
2019 will not be maintained in the further course of the year.  

For now German domestic demand is still extremely resilient. Private 
consumption, for example, has clear boom potential thanks to the good 
development of the labor market, solid wage increases and the tax cuts and 
additional monetary social benefits that will take effect this year, and should 
become the most important pillar of the economy in 2019. But even if Germans 
have started to consume more, it remains to be seen how long this can make up 
for the weakness of German industry. Too much still depends on exports in 
Germany and the prospects here are not very promising. After all, the escalating 
US-China trade dispute is likely to put a dash through hopes of an imminent 
recovery in world trade - despite the Chinese economic stimulus. In such an 
environment, not only German exports but increasingly also German 
investment stand to suffer. In addition, the strong build-up of stocks also offers 
potential for a negative correction in the coming quarters. In addition the 
available data on incoming orders do not exactly point to demand dynamics 
that are strong enough to soak up the excess inventory.   

All in all, the German economy will remain on a growth course, even if the first 
quarter of 2019 is likely to turn out to be the most dynamic. We are sticking to 
our previous growth forecast of 1.0% for this year. 
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ABOUT ALLIANZ  
The Allianz Group is one of the world's leading insurers and asset managers with more than 86 million retail and 
corporate customers. Allianz customers benefit from a broad range of personal and corporate insurance services, 
ranging from property, life and health insurance to assistance services to credit insurance and global business 
insurance. Allianz is one of the world’s largest investors, managing over 660 billion euros on behalf of its insurance 
customers while our asset managers Allianz Global Investors and PIMCO manage an additional 1.4 trillion euros of 
third-party assets. Thanks to our systematic integration of ecological and social criteria in our business processes and 
investment decisions, we hold the leading position for insurers in the Dow Jones Sustainability Index. In 2017, over 
140,000 employees in more than 70 countries achieved total revenue of 126 billion euros and an operating profit of 
11 billion euros for the group. These assessments are, as always, subject to the disclaimer provided below. 

CAUTIONARY NOTE REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS  
The statements contained herein may include prospects, statements of future expectations and other forward-looking 
statements that are based on management's current views and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks 
and uncertainties. Actual results, performance or events may differ materially from those expressed or implied in such 
forward-looking statements. Such deviations may arise due to, without limitation, (i) changes of the general economic 
conditions and competitive situation, particularly in the Allianz Group's core business and core markets, (ii) 
performance of financial markets (particularly market volatility, liquidity and credit events), (iii) frequency and 
severity of insured loss events, including from natural catastrophes, and the development of loss expenses, (iv) 
mortality and morbidity levels and trends, (v) persistency levels, (vi) particularly in the banking business, the extent 
of credit defaults, (vii) interest rate levels, (viii) currency exchange rates including the euro/US-dollar exchange rate, 
(ix) changes in laws and regulations, including tax regulations, (x) the impact of acquisitions, including related 
integration issues, and reorganization measures, and (xi) general competitive factors, in each case on a local, 
regional, national and/or global basis. Many of these factors may be more likely to occur, or more pronounced, as a 
result of terrorist activities and their consequences.  

NO DUTY TO UPDATE  
The company assumes no obligation to update any information or forward-looking statement contained herein, save 
for any information required to be disclosed by law.  
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Today's GDP data, however, give no reason to throw all economic concerns 
overboard. In our view the pace of expansion observed in the first quarter of 
2019 will not be maintained in the further course of the year.  

For now German domestic demand is still extremely resilient. Private 
consumption, for example, has clear boom potential thanks to the good 
development of the labor market, solid wage increases and the tax cuts and 
additional monetary social benefits that will take effect this year, and should 
become the most important pillar of the economy in 2019. But even if Germans 
have started to consume more, it remains to be seen how long this can make up 
for the weakness of German industry. Too much still depends on exports in 
Germany and the prospects here are not very promising. After all, the escalating 
US-China trade dispute is likely to put a dash through hopes of an imminent 
recovery in world trade – despite factors such as the Chinese economic 
stimulus. In such an environment, not only German exports but increasingly 
also German investment stand to suffer. In addition, the strong build-up of 
stocks also offers potential for a negative correction in the coming quarters. In 
addition the available data on incoming orders do not exactly point to demand 
dynamics that are strong enough to soak up the excess inventory.   

All in all, the German economy will remain on a growth course, even if the first 
quarter of 2019 is likely to turn out to be the most dynamic. We are sticking to 
our previous growth forecast of 1.0% for this year. 
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Today's GDP data, however, give no reason to throw all economic concerns 
overboard. In our view the pace of expansion observed in the first quarter of 
2019 will not be maintained in the further course of the year.  

For now German domestic demand is still extremely resilient. Private 
consumption, for example, has clear boom potential thanks to the good 
development of the labor market, solid wage increases and the tax cuts and 
additional monetary social benefits that will take effect this year, and should 
become the most important pillar of the economy in 2019. But even if Germans 
have started to consume more, it remains to be seen how long this can make up 
for the weakness of German industry. Too much still depends on exports in 
Germany and the prospects here are not very promising. After all, the escalating 
US-China trade dispute is likely to put a dash through hopes of an imminent 
recovery in world trade – despite factors such as the Chinese economic 
stimulus. In such an environment, not only German exports but increasingly 
also German investment stand to suffer. In addition, the strong build-up of 
stocks also offers potential for a negative correction in the coming quarters. In 
addition the available data on incoming orders do not exactly point to demand 
dynamics that are strong enough to soak up the excess inventory.   

All in all, the German economy will remain on a growth course, even if the first 
quarter of 2019 is likely to turn out to be the most dynamic. We are sticking to 
our previous growth forecast of 1.0% for this year. 
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